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Khalsa, Partap S., Robert M. Friedman, Mandayam A. Srini-the force and velocity of the applied stimulus (Burgess et vasan, and Robert H. LaMotte. Encoding of shape and orienta-al. 1983; Goodwin et al. 1991; Mei et al. 1983; tion of objects indented into the monkey fingerpad by populations 1984). Further, some cutaneous mechanoreceptors exhibit of slowly and rapidly adapting mechanoreceptors. J. Neurophysiol. directional sensitivity that, in principle, could alter their neu- 79: 3238-3251, 1998 . The peripheral neural representation of ob-ral response even during indentation (Hulliger et al. 1979 ; ject shape and orientation was studied by recording the responses Knibestol 1975; Srinivasan et al. 1990 ). Therefore, object of a spatially distributed population of rapidly and slowly adapting shape and orientation must be encoded by a spatial populatype I mechanoreceptors (RAs and SAs, respectively) to objects tion of mechanoreceptors (Cohen and Vierck 1993; Good- Simultaneously sampling the responses of an entire popuorientations of 0, 45, 90, and 135Њ using a contact force of 15 gwt. lation of mechanosensitive afferents to a mechanical stimuEstimations of the population responses (PRs) were constructed lus is currently beyond our technical ability. Previously, popby combining the responses of 91 SA and 97 RA single afferents ulation responses were estimated from the responses of sinat discrete times during the indentation. The PR was composed of gle neurons to an object indented at different locations with the neural discharge rates (z coordinate) plotted at x and y coordirespect to the centers of their receptive fields. Afferent fibers nates of the most sensitive spot of the receptive field. The shapes were selected whose receptive fields were located centrally of the PRs were related to the shapes of the objects by fitting the on a monkey fingerpad. Fixed aperiodic gratings (Philips PRs with Gaussian surfaces. The orientations of the PRs were determined from weighted principal component analyses. The SA and Johnson 1981), sinusoidally shaped steps (Srinivasan PR encoded both the orientation and shape of the objects, whereas and LaMotte 1987), or spheres were the RA PR did neither. The SA PR orientation was biased toward indented systematically at discrete distances from the center the long axis of the finger. The RA PR encoded orientation only of the receptive fields while recording the response of the for the object with the highest curvature but did so ambiguously. fiber. The responses were normalized and averaged to estiOnly the SA PR was well fit by a Gaussian surface. The shape of mate how an actual population would respond to an indentathe object was discriminated by the SA PR within the first 500 ms tion.
of contact, and the form of the SA PR remained constant during
Interpreting the results from this approach of estimating the subsequent 3.5 s. This was manifested by constant widths of a population response using a relatively sparse population the PR along the major and minor axes despite a peak response that decreased from its maximum at 200 ms to an asymptotic value has limitations. First, it is assumed that the skin of the finstarting at 1 s. Thus the shape and orientation of each object were gerpad acts as a homogeneous and isotropic material that coded by the shape and orientation of the SA PR.
is flat. In reality, the skin is not only inhomogeneous and anisotropic but is also highly curved. This undoubtedly influences the responses of mechanoreceptors according to tudes of the indentations into the skin were small (Ç2-3 mm), it was determined that the actual compressional force was ú99% of the recorded force.
Each object was indented into a fingerpad at the same relative x, y location (Fig. 2) . The distal phalanges differ in geometry on a single hand and from monkey to monkey. To indent at the same relative y location (along the long axis of the finger), the object was centered one-third of the distance from the end of the phalange to the crease over the distal interphalangeal joint. This was done FIG . 1. Geometry of the objects used for indentation. A: toroid with a radius of 5 mm on its major axis and a radius of 1 mm on its minor axis. by first imaging the distal phalange from the side with a CCD B: toroidal disk-a toroid the center of which has been filled with a flat camera equipped with a zoom lens. The magnified (about 120 ) cylinder. C: half toroidal disks the minor axis radii of which were 1, 3, image was displayed on a monitor and its length measured. While and 5 mm. These 3 toroidal objects were mounted on a flat plate with their viewing the image, the 1 1 5 mm object was precisely positioned centers 18 mm apart. Tic mark spacing on each axis is 10 mm.
along the y axis. The z axis (out of plane) was adjusted so that the object would be normal to the skin during indentation. Using a top-down, magnified view with a second camera, the object then 1987), cylinders (Srinivasan and LaMotte 1991) , or three was centered along the x axis. dimensional shapes of spheres . For indentation, there have been no studies on how the shapes and orientation of nonspherical, three-dimensional objects Indentation protocol are independently coded in population responses of slowly and rapidly adapting, type I mechanoreceptors (SAs and Following the alignment procedure, each of the three objects was twice indented, from an initial position not touching the skin, RAs, respectively). Therefore the aim of the current study on the fingerpad at four different orientations (0, 45, 90, and 135Њ was to determine how a spatially representative population relative to the x axis) using the following protocol. First, the 1 1 of cutaneous mechanoreceptors encoded the shape and orien-5 mm object was indented into the fingerpad for 4 s at a contact tation of toroidal and spherical objects during indentation. (Fig. 3) . There was no overshoot. For the first indentaThree objects with smooth surfaces were milled from hard tion, the major axis of the toroidal object was aligned with the acrylic. Two were toroidally shaped and the other was spherical. The radii of the objects along the major axis were 5 mm (or a curvature of 200 m 01 ), and 1, 3, and 5 mm (or curvatures of 1000, 333, and 200 m 01 , respectively) along the minor axis (Fig. 1 ). After cutting these objects so that their heights were 4 mm, they were mounted, with their long axes parallel, on a rectangular platform with their centers 18 mm apart (Fig. 1) .
The hand of an anesthetized monkey was secured in a holder designed so that each digit could be repositioned reliably to the same angle during testing (Fig. 2 ). Digits were secured in individual supports by gluing a small peg onto the fingernail and locking the peg in a hole in the support. Each support could be raised up and locked into a fixed position at an angle of 25Њ from the horizontal. This angle presented the most sensitive and densely innervated portion of the fingerpad to the indenter.
The object platform was coupled via a force transducer (Brock Research, Natick, MA) to a force-controlled, torque motor (Model 305B, Cambridge Technologies, Watertown, MA; Fig. 2 ). The contact force normal to the skin was controlled by the torque motor and also was measured independently by the force transducer. The torque motor also measured angular displacement, which we calibrated into linear displacement. The torque motor was attached to a rotary platform which was attached to a three-axis, servo-controlled, brushless, linear actuator (Anorad, Hauppage, NY). The four-axis (x, y, z, and rotation, u) programmable actuator (IDAC, Anorad) allowed positional control at the micrometer level, as well as precise control over velocity and acceleration for each axis. All occurrence of discriminated action potentials) were collected at a acrylic finger mold (A) that was attached to a variable-angle finger holder rate of 1 kHz and stored directly to the hard disk of a laboratory (B) . Platform (C) containing the 3 stimulus objects was attached to the 3-computer for subsequent analysis.
axis force transducer (D), mounted to a torque motor (E) that maintained
The trajectory of the indentation followed a slight arc since it the force applied to the object to the fingerpad. Torque motor was mounted was controlled by the torque motor. To minimize in-plane forces on a rotary platform (not shown), which enabled rotation in the horizontal (i.e., not normal to the skin) due to the trajectory, the object was plane around the center of the fingerpad. Rotary platform was mounted to aligned so that it would be normal to the skin during indentation a 3-axis (w, y, z) translation table (not shown) that was used to align the objects above the fingerpad.
on the fingerpad at an applied force of 15 gwt. Because the magni-(SE) mmHg and saturated O 2 at 100%. Pulse rate, blood pressures, and rectal temperature were monitored. Anesthesia was maintained by modulating the gas anesthetics to keep the pulse rate (100 { 10 bpm) and blood pressures (100/50 { 20/15 mmHg) within sufficient ranges to keep the animal areflexic to aversive stimuli. The temperature of the animal was maintained at 97 { 2Њ by a heating pad enveloping the animal's torso and by covering the animal with a blanket. Hydration was maintained by a continuous drip of lactated Ringer solution (100 ml/h).
Receptor classification and receptive field mapping
After surgical exposure of the nerve, bundles of fibers were teased apart until the neural discharge of single neurons could be discriminated. Only low-threshold, mechanosensitive neurons (von Frey thresholds õ5.1 gwt) innervating the glabrous skin of the distal phalanges (digits 2, 3, 4, or 5) were used. ment) was used as the planar location of the receptor ending on the finger. long axis of the finger (i.e., the object was oriented at 90Њ in our finger coordinate system). After the 4 s of indentation, the object
Population response protocol
was stroked over the fingerpad in a specific paradigm for 15 s to acquire data for another experiment. The intertrial interval was 10 s
The response of a population of mechanoreceptors from the between the end of the stroking paradigm and the next indentation.
glabrous skin of a single distal phalange to indentation by the Second, the 1 1 5 mm object again was indented into the fingerpad objects used in this study was constructed using the following at the same contact force and with the same orientation (90Њ) as protocol. The spatial location of the MSS for each mechanoreceptor the first indentation. After this indentation, a different stroking was mapped from its actual coordinates to the analogous coordiparadigm, but for the same length of time, was employed. For the nates on a ''virtual'' or generic monkey finger. The geometry of the third and fourth indentations, the object was rotated to 0Њ (major virtual finger was obtained from average values of M. fascicularis axis of the object aligned transverse to the long axis of the finger), monkeys (Dandekar and Srinivasan 1995; Srinivasan 1989) . Mapand the two indentations and stroking paradigms previously deping was based on the position of the MSS relative to the center scribed were repeated. The 5th-8th and the 9th-12th indentations of indentation. The area encompassing the mapped units was 8.4 were performed in the same sequence using the 3 1 5 and 5 1 5 mm wide 1 10.5 mm long, the average size of the monkey finmm objects, respectively. The same sequence of indentations using gerpad. We attempted to isolate and record the neural responses the three objects then was repeated for orientations of 45 and 135Њ.
from a large number of mechanoreceptors that were evenly distribThe contact area of each of the three objects with the fingerpad uted over this area. was measured on one monkey using the following procedure. The left hand of the anesthetized monkey was secured in its hand/ finger holder, and an object was aligned above the fingerpad as Data analysis described previously. White, children's fingerpaint was applied to the surface of an object, and the object then was indented into the The neural responses of an afferent to an indentation were binned using 100-ms intervals ( 0 -100, 100 -200, 200 -300 ms, fingerpad for 4 s at a contact force of 15 gwt. The object then was lifted off the fingerpad and translated out of the field of view so etc.) Time 0 was defined as the occurrence of skin contact by the indenting object. This event was determined for each indentathat the white imprint of the contact region on the fingerpad could be imaged. This process was repeated for each of the three objects tion by obtaining the second derivative of the indentation force and finding its characteristic peak that occurred when the object at orientations of 0Њ and 90Њ for digits 2, 3, and 4. The width, length, and area of the imaged contact regions for each of the made contact with the skin. The estimated population responses ( PRs ) were constructed from the x, y coordinates of the location indentations were subsequently measured using a commercial scanning package (SigmaScan Version 1.0, SPSS, Chicago, IL).
of the receptive fields MSS on the fingerpad and their discharge rates ( impulses per 100 ms ) representing the z coordinates. The Discharges from single, mechanoreceptive neurons were recorded, using standard electrophysiological methods, from the me-PRs were represented as two-dimensional ( 2D ) contour plots superimposed on geometric models of a virtual fingerpad, and dian and ulnar nerves in anesthetized monkeys as has been previously described (LaMotte and Srinivasan 1987) . Afferent fibers as three-dimensional ( 3D ) surface plots. Each of these methods of displaying the PR relied on a Kriging algorithm ( Surfer, Verwere recorded from the upper and lower portions of the nerves in adult (6-10 kg), male Macaca mulatta (n Å 4) and Macaca sion 6.02, Golden Software, Golden, CO ) . Essentially, Kriging is a statistical method of determining the best estimate for each fascicularis (n Å 1). A monkey was sedated with ketamine hydrochloride (10 mg/kg im) and given atropine sulfate (0.04 mg/kg point in a 3D matrix ( Davis 1973 ) . Missing data points are estimated using variance curves as weighting functions and a im). Surgical anesthesia was induced by isoflurane (2.0%) and a 60/40 mixture of nitrous oxide (N 2 O) and oxygen (O 2 ). The ani-variance matrix is developed for the known and missing points.
The ''best'' estimate is obtained by minimizing the values of the mal was ventilated to maintain end-tidal carbon dioxide at 28 { 2 variances. A strong feature of Kriging is that the values and actual contact area of the object. Because the magnitude of a Gaussian surface only reaches zero at infinity, it was necessary to locations of known data points are not altered.
Cross-sectional profiles were obtained through the centers of the calculate the area of a slice through the ''base'' of the PR Gf at a reasonable, though arbitrary, constraint on its magnitude. AccordPRs along the minor axes of the indenting objects to further examine how the widths and peaks of the PRs changed with curvature ingly, we evaluated the planar area of the PR Gf to the 1 1 5 mm object oriented at 90Њ at two orders of magnitude (amplitude 1 1/ and time. The center profile for each PR was taken as the average of five profiles obtained at the center profile itself and {0.25 mm 100) below the peak discharge. Areas for slices through all of the other PR Gf were evaluated at this same value. Areas of these slices and {0.50 mm from the center profile. These distances were on the same order of magnitude as the average distances between the were calculated by the following procedure MSS of individual mechanoreceptors. The five profiles represented Equation for a Gaussian surface centered at 0,0 a width of 1 mm, which was approximately half of the contact width of the 1 1 5 mm object. Hence, these five profiles represented
a common, approximate area of contact for the three objects.
The relationship between the PR and the shape of the object was examined by fitting the PR with an equation for a Gaussian Solve equation for variable y surface of the form
with the x and y axes defined to be perpendicular and parallel respectively to the long axis of the finger. Although there are an Obtain area of slice by setting z to a particular value and integrating infinite number of equations that could be fit to the PR, we chose from xmin to xmax. The area is twice the integral because y Å to use a Gaussian surface equation for the following reasons. First, f (x) is bivalued for each it is a general, nonlinear surface similar to that used by to fit population responses obtained from single fibers.
Second, like our objects, it is symmetrical along a given axis, while allowing for differences in widths of the surface along orthogonal axes. Third, its parameters could be directly related to the geometry where a, c, and e are the same parameters as described previously of the indenting objects. The parameters (a 0 e) of the equation (i.e., a Å peak discharge, and c and e are the widths of the major all have direct physical interpretations as follows: a is the peak and minor axis at 39.3% from the peak). Areas for each of the magnitude of the surface; b and d are the offsets of the surface three PR Gf at 90Њ were calculated using the respective values of from 0 for the x and y axes, respectively; and, c and e are the the parameters (a, c, and e). widths of the curves at 60.7% of the peak magnitude along the x and y axes, respectively. And, fourth, it is a robust equation to use when performing nonlinear regression. We employed a commer-Statistics cially available software (TableCurve 3D, SPSS), which allowed Significance of the surface fit parameters was evaluated by oneautomated fitting of literally thousands of linear and nonlinear way analyses of variance (ANOVAs) with repeated measures or surface equations within a brief period of time. The surface fits Friedman's one-way ANOVAs (if the data failed a normality test) were ranked by their adjusted coefficients of determination (adand pairwise comparisons between groups were done with the justed R 2 values) and could be viewed selectively to observe the Student-Newman-Keuls method. Determination of the earliest time actual data plotted versus the surface fit. Thus we could compare at which a discrimination could be made of the surface fit parameempirically the fits of other surface equations to observe if another ters was performed by a two-way ANOVA; pairwise comparisons equation was consistently ranked higher than that of the simple were done with the Tukey method. The variance in the neural Gaussian surface. The Gaussian surface equation is only suitable responses for the SA and RA populations due to different animals, for data that are aligned with x and y axes. Hence, when the object left and right hands, and different fingers was evaluated for afferwas aligned at 45 or 135Њ, the data were first transformed by a ents stimulated by the 5 1 5 mm object, located within a 1.5 mm coordinate rotation of 45 or 135Њ and then fit with the Gaussian radius of the indentation site, and analyzed by one-and two-way equation.
ANOVAs as appropriate. All statistical tests were done with a probability criterion for significance of a Å 0.05.
Orientation
The orientation of the PR was determined by a weighted princi-R E S U L T S pal components analysis. The contribution of each mechanoreceptor was weighted by the number of action potentials that occurred
The mechanoreceptor populations were constructed from during a selected 100-ms time period. This analysis produced two the recordings of 91 SAs and 97 RAs from 20 experiments Eigenvectors (or principal components), each having a magnitude using five monkeys. The populations were distributed over and angle (Morrison 1967 of the PR over time to each object at a given orientation were but still provided a sufficiently large sample. Additionally, obtained.
we recorded from six PCs. Four of the PCs were located on the digits and two on the palm. Ascertaining their precise Horizontal extent of the PR receptive field locations was not possible, aside from two, which were localized to the distal phalanges. With rare ex- spontaneously active; they only responded during the 4-s centered at the middle of the indentation site (x Å 0.0 mm, y Å 8.3 mm) and covered large areas of the fingerpad. The indentation. Typically, SAs responded to the indentation mound shaped appearance of the PRs was particularly eviwith a peak neural discharge occurring within the first 200 dent in the surface plots. During the first 100 ms, the PRs ms, which coincided with the fastest rate of compressional to each of the indentations by the three objects were essenforce (Fig. 3) . The discharge rate then decreased exponentially the same whether viewing the 2D contour plots (Fig. tially reaching an equilibrium (''steady state'') discharge 4) or the 3D surface plots (Fig. 5) . At this time, there was rate at Ç1 s after the initial skin contact. RAs reached heir little to distinguish the shapes of the SA PR Gf (Fig. 6 ) or peak discharge within the first 100 ms of the indentation; the parameters of those fits (Fig. 7) . By 500 ms, clear differmost did not respond at all after 400 ms. (Fig. 3) . PCs ences in the 2D contours, 3D surfaces plots, and Gaussian responded only during the first 100 ms of the indentation surface fit parameters were present. By 900 ms, the PRs (Fig. 3) .
approached asymptotic values and were within 10% of the Mean von Frey thresholds for the SAs and RAs were values they would achieve at 4 s. 0.60 and 0.51 gwt, respectively (ranges: 0.035-5.10 gwt for Cross-sectional profiles, through the centers of the SA both), and were not significantly different (one-way ANPRs along the minor axes, were also mound or Gaussian OVA, P Å 0.16). There was no significant difference (two-(2D) shaped (Figs. 8 and 9 ). These profiles were acquired way ANOVA) in the total number of action potentials for from the PRs to indentations by objects oriented at 90Њ (maeither the SAs or the RAs due to the different monkeys ( P Å jor axis parallel to the long axis of the finger) and were 0.08), left or right hands (P Å 0.36), or different fingers centered close to the center of the indentation (or 0.0 m on (P Å 0.65). the x axis). Over time, the central peaks of these profiles tended to drift toward the left (Fig. 8) such that during the Population encoding of shape last 3 s of the indentations, the average location of the central The SA PRs to indentation by the objects were nonisomor-peaks was approximately offset 0.2 mm from 0. The center phic representations of the objects (Figs. 4 and 5) . The PRs, profiles qualitatively revealed three factors that were potentially important for encoding the shapes of the objects. First, represented by the 2D contour and 3D surface plots, were when normalized for peak discharge, the width, and overall shape of each profiles remained relatively constant after the first 300 ms of the indentation (Fig. 8) . Second, once the PR had achieved relative equilibrium, during the last 3 s of the indentation, the width of the profile increased as the curvature of the minor axis of each object decreased (Fig.  9) . And, third, also during equilibrium, the peak of the center profile increased as the minor axis curvature increased (Fig.  9) . The overall similarity in the shapes of the PR profiles code for the similar circular nature of the cross-sectional profiles of the three objects. The differences in the parameters that characterize the PR shape (height, width, slopes) code the differences in the curvature of each object along the minor axes.
To quantitatively assess differences in the PRs that were related to differences in the shapes of the objects, three parameters of the PR Gf were examined: peak discharge and the widths of the PR Gf along the major and minor axes (Fig. 7) . For all the objects, the peak discharge rate of the PR Gf decreased at an exponential rate over time during adaptation of the PR. In general, for all the objects, the widths of the PR Gf along the major and minor axes increased during the first 500 ms and thereafter maintained a constant value. These three parameters uniquely determined the shape of a Gaussian surface. The three objects all had identical curvatures of 200 m 01 (i.e., a radius of 5 mm) along the major axes. Correspondingly, the FIG . 5. SA PRs to indentations at 90Њ orientation by each object at 100, widths of the PR Gf along the major axes (Fig. 7C) for the 500, and 900 ms, plotted as a 3-dimensional surface. Data were identical to those plotted as contours superimposed on the fingerpad in Fig. 4 . z three objects over the 4-s indentation were not significantly dimension is the number of action potentials that occurred during the desig-different (ANOVA, P ú 0.05). The widths of the PR Gf along nated 100-ms time intervals. Object radii were 1 1 5, 3 1 5, and 5 1 5 the minor axes (Fig. 7B) were significantly different mm.
(ANOVA, P õ 0.001), as were the peak discharges (Fig.   FIG . 6 . Gaussian surface fits of the SA PRs to indentations at 90Њ orientation by each object at 100, 500, and 900 ms. Object radii were 1 1 5, 3 1 5, and 5 1 5 mm. ( Fig. 11 ) . The orientation of the object did not sigorientation for each object during the 4-s Indentation. peak discharge (A) nificantly alter the goodness of fits. For the four orientaand the widths of the minor (B) and major (C) axes are the 3 parameters (a, c, and e, respectively, in the Gaussian equation) that uniquely determine tions used in this study, the 1 1 5 mm object was fit better the Gaussian surface. Error bars are standard errors of the means and are only shown for every other time period for figure clarity.
7A) of the surface fits (ANOVA, P õ 0.001) over the 4-s indentation. The peak discharges were significantly different by 300 ms during indentation (two-way ANOVA, P õ 0.05) and the widths of the PR Gf along the minor axes by 400 ms (two-way ANOVA, P õ 0.05). Thus the shapes of the PR Gf remained significantly different from one another after the first 500 ms and were directly related to the differences in the curvatures of the actual objects.
The shapes of the SA PR Gf were largely invariant with changes in orientation for each object (Fig. 10) . The widths of the minor axes of the PR Gf for different orientations were not significantly different (ANOVA, P ú 0.05). The widths of the major axes were also not significantly different (ANOVA, P ú 0.05), with the exception of the 3 1 5 at 45Њ. The peak discharges appeared to decrease slightly as the angle of orientation increased but the effect was not FIG . 9. Mean cross-sectional profiles through the SA PRs at 900 ms. significant (ANOVA, P ú 0.05).
Profiles obtained at the center of the indentation and parallel to the minor The Gaussian surface fits were adequate representations axis of the object with the object oriented at 90Њ. Neural discharge rates of the PRs. The goodness of fit values were highest at the were normalized to the peak response that occurred in the PR at 900 ms to the 1 1 5 mm object. Object radii were 1 1 5, 3 1 5, and 5 1 5 mm.
beginning of the indentation for each of the objects and J825-7 / 9k29$$ju09 05-27-98 06:59:53 neupas LP-Neurophys creasing curvature of the minor axes. The PR Gf extended beyond the boundaries of the actual contact regions by 1-1.9 mm. The RA PRs did not adequately discriminate the shapes of the three objects. During the first 100 ms, the extent of their responses on the fingerpad was broader and the neural discharge of smaller magnitude (Figs. 13 and 14) than that for the SA PRs at the same time. By 300 ms, the RA PRs were substantially silent, whereas the SA PRs at 500 ms were still responding robustly. Most of the goodness-of-fit values (R 2 ) for the RA PR Gf were õ0.15. Because the R 2 values were so low, we deemed it inappropriate to compare the parameters of the surface fits.
We did not develop a spatial population response for the PCs because we encountered too few of them. Further, the response from the units we did record was completed within the first 100 ms. Given the inability of the RA PR to adequately discriminate between the shapes of the objects during the Ç300-ms duration of their response, it appears highly unlikely that a PC population would have FIG . 10. Amplitude and width parameters from the Gaussian surface fits of the SA PRs averaged during the last 3 s of the indentation as a function of the angle of orientation of the object. Vertical axis were A: action potentials per 100 ms; B: width of the minor axis, and C: width of the major axis. Error bars are standard errors of the means and in many cases were too small to be seen on this scale.
by the Gaussian surface than the 3 1 5 or 5 1 5 ( ANOVA, P õ 0.05 ) .
The contact widths and areas of the objects on the monkey fingerpad were compared with the area of the PR Gf in the horizontal plane parallel to the surface of the skin and two orders of magnitude below the peak of the response. There were no significant differences in contact widths of the major axis for the three objects. In general, for the minor axis, the contact width increased as curvature decreased regardless of orientation; however, for the 3 1 5 mm object oriented at 0Њ, the contact width for the minor axis was comparable with the contact width for the major axis. For all orientations, contact area increased as the curvature of the objects decreased. During the last 3 of the 4 s of indentation, the area of the PR Gf was always larger than the actual contact area FIG . 11. Goodness-of-fit (R 2 ) of the Gaussian surfaces fits of the SA for each of the three objects (Fig. 12) . The horizontal extents PRs at 0, 45, 90, and 135Њ orientations for the three objects during the 4-s indentation. Object radii were 1 1 5, 3 1 5, and 5 1 5 mm.
of the PR Gf for the three objects increased slightly with de-J825-7 / 9k29$$ju09 05-27-98 06:59:53 neupas LP-Neurophys high Pearson correlations (R 2 Å 0.97 and 0.99, respectively). In contrast, the slope (0.12) and y-axis intercept (74Њ) of the regression line for the sphere was much different and had a relatively low Pearson correlation (R 2 Å 0.46). Thus for different, asymmetrically shaped objects, the SA population consistently, and significantly, encoded their orientations.
Even though the RA PRs did not discriminate the shapes of the objects, they did roughly encode the orientations of the 1 1 5 (Fig. 17A ) (ANOVA, P Å 0.006) but not the 3 1 5 or 5 1 5 mm objects (Fig. 17, B and C ; ANOVA, all P ú 0.1) during the limited time they were responding. Both the 3 1 5 and 5 1 5 RA PRs were strongly biased toward Ç45Њ for all the physical orientations of the objects. For the RA PR of the 1 1 5 mm object, all PR orientations were significantly different (P õ 0.05) except for the 90 and 135Њ orientations. Further, the means of the 90 and 135Њ orientations for the 1 1 5 were confused by the RA PR (108 and 91Њ, respectively).
From the few PCs we recorded, we discerned no evidence that they would encode orientation.
D I S C U S S I O N
The mechanoreceptor population responses were produced from afferents that were located on the fingerpads of digits 2-5, from both left and right hands and from five FIG . 12. Mean area and half-width measures of the contact area of each different monkeys. Undoubtedly, sampling afferents in this object on the skin and horizontal area of the SA PR. Each object was indented at orientations of 0 and 90Њ on the fingerpads of digits 2-4 of the manner introduced some variance in our data that would not left hand of a monkey. Widths and areas were obtained from imprints left have been present had we had the capability of sampling an from ''inked'' objects indented into the fingerpad with a force of 15 gwt actual population of mechanoreceptors from a single finfor 4 s. A: mean half-widths of the major and minor axis of the object gerpad. However, we found no significant differences in the contact areas; B: mean object contact areas and area of the base of the total responses of the afferents due to their being present on Gaussian surface fits of the SA SPRs during the last second of the 4-s indentation. Error bars are standard errors. different fingers, different hands, or on different monkeys as has been similarly reported by others for monkeys ) and cat and raccoon glabrous skin (Pubols any ability to encode shape during their shorter response 1982). Aside from the variability due to the differential duration of Ç100 ms. However, they all responded to the sensitivity among fibers, the major source for the variance indentations.
was probably caused by the differences in geometry and compliance of the different fingerpads (Srinivasan and DanPopulation encoding of orientation dekar 1992). To minimize the effect of fingerpad geometry on our results, we selected monkeys with fingerpads that The physical orientations of each toroid (Fig. 15, A and B) were clearly distinguished by the orientations of the SA were similar in size. Although a monkey's finger is more flaccid than a humans, we maintained the monkeys hydration PR during the 4-s indentations (ANOVA, all P õ 0.001). All pairwise comparisons of the PR orientations were sig-during the experiment in an attempt to minimize variations in flaccidity. nificantly different from each other (P õ 0.05). The four orientations of each toroid were discriminated within the Another source of variation within the data were the alignment of the indenter to the same relative location on each first 300 ms. As expected, different ''orientations'' of the sphere (Fig. 15C) were not distinguished (ANOVA, P Å fingerpad. Our analyses were predicated on indenting the center of each object, for every orientation, for each trial at 0.32). The orientation of the sphere was not random, but was strongly biased toward 90Њ, the long axis of the fingerpad. the same relative location. Although this was done as accurately and consistently as possible, we estimate that the inOrientation along 0Њ (transverse to the long axis of the fingerpad) as compared with the other three orientations was dentations occurred within a 0.25-mm radius of the desired location. This positional variability could have three effects. the least well fit for all the three objects as demonstrated by the higher standard errors of the mean in Table 1 .
First, it could have slightly broadened the base area of the PR. Second, the positional variability would either increase The orientations of the SA PRs to the toroids, averaged over time, showed a slight bias toward 90Њ but were linearly or decrease the discharge rates of some units, increasing the ''roughness'' of the surface of the PR. And, third, it could proportional to the physical orientations of the objects (Fig.  16 ). The slopes (0.76) and y-axis intercepts (Ç 17Њ) of the have reduced the goodness-of-fit (R 2 ) of the PR Gf . We did not normalize the neural responses of afferents regression lines were virtually the same for the toroids with for differences in their sensitivities to indentation. By using intervals, effectively a measure of instantaneous frequency.
An alternative approach would be to accumulate their rethe raw data to depict the population response, we presented the peripheral neural representation before the first synapse sponses over time, invoking an aspect of neural memory.
The cumulative approach would result in a larger absolute in the CNS before central transformations. However, these raw data were susceptible to being skewed by the responses disparity between the peak responses of the PR GF to the objects (Fig. 7) . However, the percent differences between of a few very sensitive or very insensitive afferents. Afferents with thresholds that were ú5.1 gwt were considered to the peak responses at any given time during the 4-s indentation would generally be less than those calculated using the be either high-threshold mechanoreceptors or actual nociceptors, and these units were eliminated from consideration. binned approach. Hence, discrimination between the shapes of the objects would tend to be better evaluated using smaller However, afferents with thresholds that were near but not ''windows'' of time (sampling approach) rather than lookgreater this limit still had thresholds that were well over a ing at it over longer periods of time (cumulative approach). magnitude greater than the least sensitive units. Sensitive units, on the other hand, had no lower limit. Two factors worked together to minimize the effects of sensitive and Shape encoding insensitive units. First, we obtained a population that approximated the actual number of units in a Ç80 mm 2 area of a The shapes of the objects indented into the monkey finsingle fingerpad. Second, we fit that population with an equa-gerpad were discriminated by the spatial population retion for a Gaussian surface. The surface equation provided sponse. This discrimination was evident as early as 500 ms a robust means to represent the actual population because into the indentation in the SA PR Gf and persisted for the rest the inherent effects of sensitive and insensitive units would of the 4-s duration. Although the RA population and the largely reduce the goodness-of-fit (R 2 ) and have minimal Pacinian afferents responded to the indentation, neither did affects on the parameters which quantitatively described the so in a manner that demonstrated an ability to encode the PRs.
shapes of the objects. Thus the ability of primates to perWe chose to represent the neural response of the afferents ceive, by touch alone, the shapes of objects with curved surfaces develops solely from the SA PR. This finding is in to the indentations by binning their responses in 100-ms FIG . 14. RA PRs to indentations at 90Њ orientation by the three objects at 100, 200, and 300 ms plotted as a 3-dimensional surface. Data were the same as those shown as contours in Fig. 13 . z dimension is the number of action potentials that occurred during 100-ms time intervals and has the same scale as that used for the SA PR in Fig. 5. agreement with results previously obtained from studies of shape coding in responses of individual afferents Srinivasan and LaMotte 1987) .
An important finding of this study was an explanation of how a noncompliant (i.e., hard) object would be perceived as maintaining its shape even though the responses of the FIG . 15 . Orientation encoding by the SA PRs for the three objects. In these polar plots, the radial axes are time (s) and the angular axes are peripheral afferents were changing. The shape of the SA PR orientation (deg). Symbols show the orientations of the PRs at individual remained constant after the initial contact period. That is, 100-ms bins for each object and orientation, whereas the lines represent after the initial 500 ms of the indentation, the discharge the mean angle of the major vector as determined by a weighted principal rates of the individual afferents at different spatial locations component analysis remained proportional to each other even while their discharge rates were declining during adaptation. A propor- locations also has been observed in SEP studies on single units (Cohen and Vierck 1993; .
Radii of Objects, mm
It has been hypothesized that when an object is stroked across the fingerpad, the distribution of the SA discharge Orientation, Њ when the spatial response through the center of the RF was viewed in profile, the averaged slopes of the rising and falling phases of the response of the SAs, and not the RAs, population response. Similarly, indenting objects at the same force but at higher velocities results in a greater initial rewere shown to be relatively constant and correlated with the constant curvature of the objects. sponse (Cohen and Vierck 1993; Knibestol 1975 ), but after a steady state is reached in Ç1 s, the population response will found that indenting a sphere into the monkey fingerpad at higher forces simply results in a greater overall proportional be the same. The current study extends these observations by finding that the shape of the SA PR during indentation encodes the shape of asymmetrical objects. Another important finding of this study was that the SA PRs discriminated the shapes and orientations of the objects without prior normalizing of the neural responses of the afferents for their substantial range of sensitivities. Previous studies (c.f., ) that estimated the response of a population to indentation have relied on normalizing for sensitivity, in part, because of the sparse number of units making up their database. One effect of normalizing our data would be, presumably, to improve the goodnessof-fit values of the Gaussian surfaces. However, in spite of the range in the sensitivities of individual SA afferents in our study, the nonnormalized SA PR credibly discriminated the shapes and orientations of the objects. Thus although it is conceivable that the CNS may in some fashion normalize Qualitatively, our data compare favorably with those of . They also found that the shape of a symmetrical object was well encoded by the spatial response of SAs but not by RAs nor PCs. Our Gaussian surface was similar to that of : z Å f ( x, y) Å a exp(0bx 2 0 cy 2 ), except that we also included objects that were toroidal.
Using hemispherical indenters of different radii, found that the areal extent of the spatial response was only slightly larger as the radius of the indenter increased (or the curvature decreased). Thus as the radius of their hemispheres increased (or curvature decreased), the peak discharge of the SA afferents decreased and the extent of the afferents' response symmetrically broadened, though only slightly. Using toroidally shaped objects, we extended the findings of to show that the different widths of the minor axes were significantly discriminated by the PR Gf even though the areal extents of the PR Gf 's were only slightly different.
A previous investigation from this laboratory using spatial event plots (LaMotte et al. 1996) had predicted that the horizontal area of the base (i.e., the ''footprint'') of the PR would vary substantially depending on the size and shape of the indenting object. However, it has been demonstrated (Cohen and Vierck 1993; ) that individual SAs will respond to small magnitude indentations°3-4 mm away from the center of their receptive fields. Using finite element modeling of the monkey fingerpad to indentation, Srinivasan and Dandekar (1996) have estimated that significant mechanical stresses and/or strains develop°2.5 mm away from a simple line load. In our study, the areas of the bases of the PR Gf , while being similar, were substantially larger than the contact area of the toroidal objects on the fingerpad. Thus even small objects, relative to the size of the fingerpad, broadly activate the cutaneous mechanoreceptor population on the fingerpad. Hence, it is primarily the spatial distribution of response intensities, rather than the extent of 
